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Abstract
Deep extreme multi-label learning (XML) requires training deep architectures that can tag
a data point with its most relevant subset of labels from an extremely large label set. XML
applications such as ad and product recommendation involve labels rarely seen during training
but which nevertheless hold the key to recommendations that delight users. Effective utilization of label metadata and high quality predictions for rare labels at the scale of millions of
labels are thus key challenges in contemporary
XML research. To address these, this paper develops the SiameseXML framework based on a
novel probabilistic model that naturally motivates
a modular approach melding Siamese architectures with high-capacity extreme classifiers, and
a training pipeline that effortlessly scales to tasks
with 100 million labels. SiameseXML offers predictions 2–13% more accurate than leading XML
methods on public benchmark datasets, as well
as in live A/B tests on the Bing search engine,
it offers significant gains in click-through-rates,
coverage, revenue and other online metrics over
state-of-the-art techniques currently in production. Code for SiameseXML is available at https:
//github.com/Extreme-classification/siamesexml

1. Introduction
Overview: Extreme Multi-label Learning (XML) involves
tagging a data point with its most relevant subset of labels
from an extremely large set. XML finds applications in myriad of ranking and recommendation tasks such as productto-product (Mittal et al., 2021a), product-to-query (Chang
et al., 2020a), query-to-product (Medini et al., 2019), queryto-bid-phrase (Dahiya et al., 2021), etc. Applications where
data points are endowed with short (3-10 tokens) textual
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descriptions e.g., product title, search query are known as
short-text applications. These accurately model the ranking
and recommendation tasks mentioned above and have attracted much attention recently (Chang et al., 2020a; Dahiya
et al., 2021; Medini et al., 2019; Mittal et al., 2021a).
XML with Label Metadata: Recent works such as (Mittal
et al., 2021a) have demonstrated that for applications where
labels (e.g., related items, bid-phrases) are also endowed
with textual descriptions, the use of such label metadata is
beneficial in accurately predicting rare labels for which very
little training data (often < 5 training points) is available
and hence, training data alone may not inform the classifier
model adequately. This is in sharp contrast with XML works
e.g., (Babbar & Schölkopf, 2019; Prabhu et al., 2018b; You
et al., 2019) that treat labels as identifiers devoid of descriptive features. Other forms of label metadata such as label
hierarchies could also be used but this paper focuses on
label text as a readily available form of label metadata.
Beyond Siamese Architectures: The presence of textual
descriptions on both data-point and label sides invites the
application of Siamese models (Chen et al., 2020; Schroff
et al., 2015; Yeh et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2020) that use
a shared architecture to embed both data-points and labels
such that related data-points and labels are embedded in
close proximity. However existing works on Siamese models focus largely on zero-shot cases i.e. predicting hitherto
unseen labels. While zero-shot cases present an important
use-case in several applications, an equally critical use-case
in ranking and recommendation scenarios is that of few-shot
labels which are indeed seen during training but perhaps
rarely. Note that the prediction problem for few-shot labels can be turned into a classification problem rather than
a mere retrieval problem. This presents opportunities for
models beyond those that are purely Siamese.
Contributions: This paper presents the SiameseXML
framework that generalizes existing Siamese models in fewshot scenarios by melding Siamese architectures with perlabel extreme classifiers at the scale of 100 million labels.
The SiameseXML framework is a) based on a novel probabilistic model that naturally motivates a modular approach
melding Siamese networks with extreme classifiers and b)
offers generalization bounds for its Siamese module that
are independent of the number of labels L based on a novel
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Maurey-type sparsification lemma that may be of independent interest. An implementation of SiameseXML could
c) scale to tasks with 100M labels while still offering predictions within milliseconds and d) offer predictions 2-13%
more accurate than leading XML methods on benchmark
datasets as well as improve prediction quality by 11% when
matching user queries to advertiser bid phrases.

2. Related Works
Extreme Multi-label Learning (XML): Much prior work
has focused on designing classifiers for fixed features such
as bag-of-words or else pre-trained features such as FastText
(Joulin et al., 2017). Representative works include (Agrawal
et al., 2013; Babbar & Schölkopf, 2017; 2019; Bhatia
et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2016; 2019; Jasinska et al., 2016;
Khandagale et al., 2019; Mineiro & Karampatziakis, 2015;
Niculescu-Mizil & Abbasnejad, 2017; Prabhu & Varma,
2014; Prabhu et al., 2018a;b; Tagami, 2017; Xu et al., 2016;
Yen et al., 2016; Prabhu et al., 2020). However, recent
works offer superior accuracy by using deep learning algorithms to jointly learn task-dependent features and classifiers, even at the scale of millions of labels. These include
XML-CNN (Liu et al., 2017), AttentionXML (You et al.,
2019), MACH (Medini et al., 2019), Astec (Dahiya et al.,
2021), X-Transformer (Chang et al., 2020a), XT (Wydmuch et al., 2018), APLC-XLNet (Ye et al., 2020), and
LightXML (Jiang et al., 2021) that respectively use CNN,
attention, MLP, bag-of-embeddings, and transformer-based
architectures.
Label Metadata: Recent works have demonstrated that
incorporating label metadata can significantly improve
accuracy even compared to deep learning approaches
that consider labels as feature-less identifiers e.g. Astec
(Dahiya et al., 2021). Prominent among them are the XTransformer (Chang et al., 2020a) and DECAF (Mittal et al.,
2021a) that make use of label text and ECLARE (Mittal
et al., 2021b) and GalaXC (Saini et al., 2021) that make use
of label graphs. SiameseXML empirically outperforms all
these methods on a variety of benchmark datasets.
The X-Transformer makes use of label text to learn intermediate representations and learns a vast ensemble of classifiers
based on the powerful transformer architecture. However,
training multiple transformer models requires a rather large
array of GPUs and the method has not been shown to scale
to several millions of labels. On the other hand, DECAF
uses label text embeddings as a component in its 1-vs-all
label classifiers. Although relatively more scalable, DECAF
still struggles with several millions of labels. The method
crucially relies on clustering labels into L̂ meta-labels and
seems to demand progressively larger and larger values of L̂
as the number of labels L grows, for example L̂ ≈ 130K for
L ≈ 1M labels. Since DECAF requires meta-label represen-

tations corresponding to all L̂ meta labels to be recomputed
for every mini-batch, it makes the method expensive for
larger datasets. Taking a small value, say L̂ ≈ 8K improves
speed but hurts performance. SiameseXML instead uses
direct label-text embeddings to offer better scalability and
accuracy than DECAF’s meta-label based approach.
Siamese Networks: Siamese networks typically learn data
point and label embeddings by optimizing the pairwise contrastive loss (Chen et al., 2020; Xiong et al., 2020) or the
triplet loss (Schroff et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2017) on a variety
of pre-training tasks such as Cloze task and related pair prediction (Chang et al., 2020b). However, these approaches
focus mainly on zero-shot labels and neglect opportunities
presented by few-shot labels. SiameseXML shows that for
few-shot scenarios where labels are not entirely unseen but
maybe just rarely seen, Siamese architectures can be significantly empowered using extreme classifiers.
Negative Mining: Performing optimizations on Siamese
models at extreme scales can be computationally prohibitive
as for N data points and L labels,
 a per-epoch cost of respectively O (N L) and O N L2 is incurred for pairwise
and triplet losses. To avoid this, it is common to train a data
point with respect to only a small, say O (log L)-sized, subset of labels which brings training cost down to O (N log L)
per epoch. This subset typically contains all positive labels
of the data point (of which there are typically O (log L)
in several applications with large L) and a carefully chosen set of O (log L) negative labels which seem the most
challenging for this data point. There is some debate as to
whether the absolutely “hardest” negatives for a data point
should be considered or not (Wu et al., 2017; Xiong et al.,
2020), especially in situations where missing labels abound
(Jain et al., 2016), or whether considering multiple hard
negatives is essential. For instance, (Schroff et al., 2015;
Harwood et al., 2017) observed that using only the “hardest”
of negatives could lead to bad local minima or collapsed
models. Nevertheless, such negative mining has become a
cornerstone for training classifier models at extreme scales.
Although relatively well-understood for approaches that
use fixed features e.g. (Jain et al., 2019), negative mining
becomes an interesting problem in itself when features get
jointly learnt since the set of challenging negatives for a data
point may keep changing as the feature representation of
that data point changes across epochs. Several approaches
have been proposed to address this. Online in-batch approaches look for challenging negative labels for a data
point within the positive labels of other data points within
the mini-batch (Faghri et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019; Chen
et al., 2020; He et al., 2020). Although computationally
cheap, as the number of labels grows, it becomes more and
more unlikely that the most useful negative labels for a data
point would just happen to get sampled within its mini-batch.
Thus, at extreme scales, either negative mining quality suf-
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fers or else mini-batch sizes have to be enlarged which hurts
scalability (Chen et al., 2020; Dahiya et al., 2021). Offline
approaches that utilize approximate nearest neighbor search
(ANNS) structures have also been studied. This can either
be done once if using pre-trained features (Luan et al., 2020)
or else periodically if using learnt features (Xiong et al.,
2020; Harwood et al., 2017). However, repeated creation of
ANNS structures can be expensive in itself.

the label l itself is likely to be found relevant. To formalize
this notion, let pl : {−1, +1}×[−1, +1] → [0, 1] satisfying
pl (+1, v) + pl (−1, v) = 1 for every v ∈ [−1, +1] be some
point likelihood functions. For example, pl could be the
marginals of the joint likelihood function PL .

3. The SiameseXML Framework

Note that Postulate 2 always holds for some l ≤ 1. However, in applications where data points and labels reside in
similar spaces, Postulate 2 can be expected to hold with
small values of l  1. This is especially true of product-toproduct recommendation tasks where data points and labels
come from the same universe and a product can be reasonably expected to be strongly related to itself. However,
this is also expected in other applications enumerated in
Section 1 such as product-to-query and query-to-bid-phrase
where the textual representations of related data point-label
pairs, i.e., where yil = 1, convey similar intent.

This section develops the SiameseXML framework based
on a novel probabilistic model that naturally motivates a
modular architecture melding Siamese models with extreme
classifiers. The framework is developed as an extension of
the DeepXML framework (Dahiya et al., 2021).
L
Notation: Let {{xi , yi }N
i=1 , {zl }l=1 } be a multi-label training set with L labels and N data points. xi , zl ∈ X denote
representations of the textual descriptions of data point i and
label l respectively. For each i ∈ [N ], yi ∈ {−1, +1}L denotes the ground truth label vector for data point i such that
yil = +1 if label l is relevant to data point i else yil = −1.
S D−1 denotes the D-dimensional unit sphere.

Postulate 2 (Label Self Proximity). For every label l ∈ [L],
∗ ∗
its label text zl ∈ X
 satisfies P [yl = +1 | zl , wl , θ ] =
>
∗
pl +1, Eθ ∗ (zl ) wl ≥ pl (+1, 1) − l for some l  1.

A useful special case of the above discussion is when the
joint likelihood decomposes over point likelihoods, i.e.,
L
Y

Probabilistic Model: Let Eθ : X → S D−1 denote a parameterized embedding model with parameters θ ∈ Θ. The
first postulate below posits that “extreme” 1-vs-all (OvA)
classifiers suffice to solve the XML problem. This postulate
is widely accepted by 1-vs-all methods popular in literature,
e.g., (Babbar & Schölkopf, 2019; Chang et al., 2020a; Jain
et al., 2019; Prabhu et al., 2018b; Yen et al., 2017).

giving us a simplified NLL expression

Postulate 1 (OvA sufficiency). For some known (joint) likeL
lihood function PL : {−1, +1} × [−1, 1]L → [0, 1], unknown parameters θ ∗ ∈ Θ , and per-label extreme classifiers
i.e. wl∗ ∈ S D−1 for all l ∈ [L], we have
 

L
P [y | xi , {wl∗ } , θ ∗ ] = PL y, Eθ ∗ (xi )> wl∗ l=1

Decomposable likelihoods make it convenient to perform
independent training of classifiers which is critical when
scaling 100M labels. However, neither the SiameseXML
framework nor its analysis demands decomposable likelihoods. Postulates 2 is key to the modular nature of SiameseXML since it immediately yields the following.

Although normalizations e.g. Eθ ∗ (x), wl∗ ∈ S D−1 simplify
the presentation, they are neither essential to the development of the SiameseXML framework nor its analysis. This
motivates the following negative log-likelihood (NLL) exL
pression for MLE-based estimation of θ ∗ and {wl∗ }l=1 .
N
 
1 X
L(θθ , {wl }) = −
ln PL y, Eθ ∗ (xi )> wl∗
N i=1
def

L
l=1



(1)

Equation (1) subsumes objectives used by 1-vs-all methods
in literature and but is prohibitive to optimize naively at
extreme scales, requiring Ω (N LD) time to perform even
a single gradient descent step. To remedy this, a novel
postulate is introduced below that posits that for any label
l ∈ [L], if its label-text zl is presented as a data point, then

 
PL y, Eθ ∗ (xi )> wl∗

L
l=1



=


pl yil , Eθ ∗ (xi )> wl∗ ,

l=1

N

def

L(θθ , {wl }) = −

L


1 XX
ln pl yil , Eθ (xi )> wl (2)
N L i=1
l=1

Lemma 1. If pl (+1, ·) is monotonically increasing and has
def

an inverse that is Clip -Lipschitz over the range set Rp =
{pl (+1, v) : v ∈ [−1, +1]}, then for all l ∈ [L] and x ∈ X ,
p
Eθ ∗ (x)> wl∗ − Eθ ∗ (x)> Eθ ∗ (zl ) ≤ 2Clip · l ,
where l is the label self-proximity parameter from Postulate 2. If the joint log-likelihood function ln PL is (q, Dlip )Lipschitz for some q ≥ 1 i.e. for every label vector
L
y ∈ {−1, 1} and any score vectors s, s0 ∈ [−1, 1]L , we
have |ln PL (y, s) − ln PL (y, s0 )| ≤ Dlip · ks − s0 kq , then
L(θθ ∗ , {Eθ ∗ (zl )}) ≤ L(θθ ∗ , {wl∗ }) + Dlip ·

p

2Clip · eff ,

√
√  2
where eff =
1 , . . . , L q . For the special case
of decomposable likelihoods, this result can be clarified
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further: if the point log-likelihood functions ln pl (+1, ·)
and ln pl (−1, ·) are both Dlip -Lipschitz over the interval
[−1, +1], then we have
p
L(θθ ∗ , {Eθ ∗ (zl )}) ≤ L(θθ ∗ , {wl∗ }) + Dlip · 2Clip · ¯,
where

def
¯ = L1

def
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is the avg label self-proximity value.

All proofs and additional details are presented in the supplementary material1 . Lemma 1 shows that label text embeddings are capable of acting as a stand-ins for the 1-vs-all
classifiers. This in turn motivates a notion of incomplete
NLL defined over the embedding model parameters alone:
L1 (θθ ) = −

Norm

N
 
1 X
ln PL y, Eθ (xi )> Eθ (zl )
N i=1

L



l=1

(3)

Note that the expression for Ll naturally suggests a Siamese
architecture as it requires learning a shared embedding
model Eθ to embed both data point as well as label text,
so that L1 is minimized. SiameseXML crucially exploits
this to bootstrap the learning process. Given a solution, say
θ̂θ , that (approximately) optimizes L1 , the 1-vs-all extreme
classifiers are now reparameterized as wl = N(Eθ̂θ (zl )+ηη l ),
where N is the normalization operator, i.e., N : v 7→
v/ kvk2 ∈ S D−1 and η l ∈ RD are “refinement” vectors,
learnt one per label and trainable using another incomplete
NLL expression, this time over the refinement vectors alone.
def

L2 ({ηη l }) = −

1
N

N
X




ln PL y, Eθ̂θ (xi )> wl

L
l=1



(4)

n=1

The following result shows that this multi-stage learning
process does yield embedding model parameters and 1-vsall classifiers with bounded suboptimality with respect to
the original NLL function L from Equation (1).
Lemma 2. Suppose θ̂θ is obtained by (approximately) optimizing L1 with δopt being the suboptimality, i.e., L1 (θ̂θ ) ≤
1 θ
minθ ∈Θ
) + δopt and ŵl are created using refinement
Θ L (θ
vectors η̂η l obtained by (approximately) optimizing L2 in
a monotonic manner i.e. L2 ({η̂η l }) ≤ L2 ({0}), then
p
L(θ̂θ , {ŵl }) ≤ L(θθ ∗ , {wl∗ }) + Dlip · 2Clip ·  + δopt , where
 is the sub-optimality (either eff or ¯) in Lemma 1.
The 4 Modules: The above discussion motivates a modular
framework adopted by SiameseXML that specializes the
more general DeepXML framework (Dahiya et al., 2021).
Module I (Siamese Module): Learn an an intermediate
0
model θ̂θ for a Siamese architecture Eθ to embed data point
and label texts. To do so, a objective such as the incomplete
NLL L1 or else the triplet loss popular in Siamese training
1
Link to Supplementary Material:
http://manikvarma.org/pubs/dahiya21b-supp.pdf

ℰ𝜽 𝐱 = 𝔑 𝑓𝐄 𝐱 + 𝑔𝐑 𝑓𝐄 𝐱
𝑓𝐄 𝐱 = 𝔑 GeLU 𝐄𝐱
𝑔𝐑 𝐯 = GeLU 𝐑𝐯
Text Embedding Block

𝐱ො 𝑖 = ℰ𝜽 𝐱 𝒊

𝐰𝑙 = 𝔑 ℰ𝜽 𝐳𝑙 + 𝛈𝑙

Data point Embedding

OvA Label Classifier

Figure 1: SiameseXML’s embedding and classifier creation
architectures. (best viewed under magnification).

literature is minimized.
Module II (Negative Mining Module): Mine O (log L) hard
negative labels for each data point based on embeddings
learned in Module-I.
Module III (Transfer Module): Reparameterize per-label
extreme classifiers as wl = N(Eθ̂θ (zl ) + η l ).
Module IV (Extreme Module): Learn the refinement vectors
η l (and implicitly the extreme classifiers wl ) by minimizing
an objective such as the incomplete NLL L2 or else some
classification loss like BCE. However, only terms corresponding to positive and mined negative labels from Module
II are used for any data point. Optionally, the embedding
model θ 0 can be jointly fine-tuned as well.
Recovering Siamese Models from SiameseXML: Traditional pure Siamese models emerge as special cases of the
above framework in a straightforward manner if we terminate the pipeline after completion of Module I itself. However, experimental results in Section 6 establish that the
additional modules that enable learning of extreme classifiers on top of the Siamese model learnt in Module I greatly
increase both model capacity and accuracy for XML tasks in
ranking and recommendation that present few-shot labels.

4. Implementation Details
Various architectures and training objectives can be used
to instantiate the various modules of SiameseXML. In the
following, we present an implementation based on an inexpensive bag-of-embedding based encoder that has been
demonstrated (Dahiya et al., 2021; Mittal et al., 2021a;b;
Saini et al., 2021) to be well-suited to short-text applications and offer extremely low latency that is attractive for
real-time ranking and recommendation applications.
Architecture Details: SiameseXML uses sparse TF-IDF
vectors as input representations for both data-point and label texts. If V is the number of tokens in the vocabulary,
then X = RV and xi , zl ∈ RV . The results of Section 3
are agnostic to this choice. SiameseXML uses a frugal
embedding architecture E parameterized as θ = {E, R}
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Training Objectives: SiameseXML uses a decomposable
likelihood model (see (2)) and incomplete NLL with respect
to the following point-likelihood functions.
pl (+1, v) =

c · exp (d · v)
, pl (−1, v) = 1 − pl (+1, v) (5)
exp(d)

The scaling constants c, d control the aggressiveness of
the NLL function. For c ∈ (0, 1), d ≥ 1, the inverse
of pl (+1, ·) exists and is exp(2d)
-Lipschitz over Rp , and
cd
cd
ln pl (1, ·), ln pl (−1, ·) are respectively d and 1−c
-Lipschitz
over [−1, +1]. These calculations are detailed in the supplementary material. The corresponding training objectives L1 , L2 contain N L terms and performing optimization naively takes Ω (N DL) time for a single gradient step
which is prohibitive since N, L ≥ 106 , D ≥ 102 . To avoid
this, Modules IV optimizes L2 in O (N D log L) time using
negatives mined in Module II whereas Module I does the
same for L1 using in-batch online negative mining.
Module I: In this module, parameters θ for the Siamese
model Eθ (·) are learnt. Whereas it is common for in-batch
mining strategies to create batches over data points and mine
negative labels for a data point within positive labels of other
data points in its mini-batch (Faghri et al., 2018; Guo et al.,
2019; Chen et al., 2020; He et al., 2020), this was found to
neglect rare labels and a disproportionate number of mined
negatives ended up being popular labels. This not only
starved rare labels of gradient updates, but also starved data
points of the most useful negative labels which could be rare.
SiameseXML mitigates this problem by creating batches
over labels and mining negative data points instead (see
Fig. 2). The Siamese nature of Module I allows such a
mirrored strategy seamlessly. Label mini-batches of size
B were created by sampling labels from a skewed label
distribution (specifically the label distribution raised to the
power 0.45) similar to (Mikolov et al., 2013). This choice
was found to offer healthy representation to both popular and
rare labels. For each label l in a batch, a single positive data
point was sampled uniformly at random and κ = 1–5 hard
negative data points were selected from the pool of B − 1
positive data points for other labels in the batch. However,
offline hard-negative mining can also have been used (please
see the supplementary material for a discussion).

P@1 with varying label distributions in M-I | LF-WikiSeeAlsoTitles-320K
27.5

power=0
power=0.45
power=1

27.0

P@1

where E = RD×V denotes D-dimensional embeddings
et ∈ RD learnt for each token t ∈ [V ] in the vocabulary and R ∈ RD×D represents a residual layer. Initially, an “intermediate” bag-of-embeddings embedding
fE (x) = N(GeLU(Ex)) is computed (N is the normalization operator, i.e., N : v 7→ v/ kvk2 ) and then passed
through the residual layer to get the “final” embedding Eθ (x)
(see Figure 1). Similar architectures have been demonstrated
to work well on short text applications with millisecond latencies (Dahiya et al., 2021; Mittal et al., 2021a).
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Figure 2: P@1 on LF-WikiSeeAlsoTitles-320 when label
mini-batches are created in Module I using the label distribution raised to various powers. power = 0 gives the
uniform distribution over labels whereas power = 1 recovers
the (heavy-tailed) label distribution. Creating data-point
mini-batches offers a label distribution similar to power = 1.
Multiple Label Representations: Although the label-text
label representation itself offers superior accuracies, SiameseXML uses multiple label representations to further augment the label representation. We note that the framework
in Section 3 can readily accommodate such augmented
representations. For each label l ∈ [L], the label embedding Eθ (zl ) is used as well as 
the label centroid defined as
P
def
def
vl = N |R1l | i∈Rl fÊ (xi ) where Rl = {i | yil = 1}
is the set of data points for which label l is relevant. Since
computing vl may be expensive, especially for popular labels, an estimate v̂l computed using two randomly sampled
positive data points of that label was used instead.
Training Objective: For any label l ∈ [L], let il denote the
positive data point sampled for it, v̂l denote its centroid
estimate, N̂lb denote the set of κ in-batch hard negatives
def

identified for that label and let Slb = {il } ∪ N̂lb . The partial
NNL objective L1 as given by the point likelihood functions
in (5) was augmented as follows to incorporate the multiple
label representations and used to train Module I.
1

def

L̂ (θθ ) = −

L X
X

β
ln pl yil , Eθ (zl )> Eθ (xi )
L(κ + 1)
l=1 i∈Sl

L

(1 − β) X X
−
ln pl yil , v̂l> Eθ (xi ) )
L(κ + 1)
b

(6)

l=1 i∈Sl

A fixed value of β = 0.7 was used and not tuned. (6)
trains both the label text embedding and the label centroid
to approach the embedding of a related data point and offers
improvements over using label-text embeddings alone.
n
o
Module II: Let θ 0 = Ê, R̂0 be the parameters learnt
by Module I by minimizing (6). To accelerate training using L2 in Module IV, SiameseXML mines O (log L) hard
negative labels for each data point. First, using a labelcorrelation operator M ∈ RL×L similar to one used in (Mit-
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tal et al., 2021b) (see supplementary material for details), the
intermediate label
P embeddings were linearly transformed
to obtain z̃l = m∈[L] Mlm · fÊ (zm ). Incorporating label
correlations in this inexpensive manner offered mild benefits in prediction accuracy. Three small-world (HNSW)
graphs (Malkov & Yashunin, 2016) were then created: a)
ANNSz over the transformed intermediate embeddings of
the label text, i.e., z̃l for label l; b) ANNSµ over label
centroids vl as defined earlier; and c) ANNSx over the intermediate embeddings of the data points fÊ (xi ). Negative
mining was done using fÊ (·) and not Eθ 0 (·) to align training and testing since Ê remains frozen through Module IV
whereas E get modified in Module IV as the residual layer R
gets fine-tuned jointly with the 1-vs-all classifiers. The three
graphs were then queried a cost of O(N D log L) (time complexity derivation in the supplementary material) to generate
O (log L) ≤ 500 negative labelsfor each data point i with
three components:
a) Niz = l | i ∈ ANNSz (fÊ (xi ))

µ
µ
b)
(fÊ (xi )) , and c) Nix =
 Ni = l | vl ∈ ANNS
x
l | yjl = 1, j ∈ ANNS (fÊ (xi )) .
Module III: The extreme classifiers are initialized using the
transformed label embeddings i.e. wl = N(z̃l + η l ).
Module IV: SiameseXML jointly trains the refinement vectors η l and fine-tunes the residual layer R (token embeddings Ê learnt in Module I remain frozen) restricted to
def
the set Si = Pi ∪ N̂i for each data point i ∈ [N ] where
Pi = {l | yil = 1} is the set of positive labels for data point
i and N̂i is the set of κ · |Pi | hardest negatives from the label
shortlist N̂iz ∪ N̂iµ ∪ N̂ix obtained in Module-II (κ = 2 –
5). Recall that data points in XML applications typically
have O (log L) positive labels i.e. |Pi | ≤ O (log L). Since
N̂i ≤ O (log L) by design, we have |Si | ≤ O (log L).
The following objective, that contains only O (N log L)
terms, was minimized using mini-batches over data points
and the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015)
def

L̂2 ({ηη l }, R) = −

N X
X

1
ln pl yil , Eθ̂θ (xi )> wl
N log L n=1
l∈Si

to obtain the 1-vs-all classifiers Ĥ = [η̂η 1 , . . . , η̂η L ] and a
fine-tuned embedding model θ̂θ = {Ê, R̂}.
Alternate Training Objectives: Experiments in the supplementary material show SiameseXML using alternate loss
functions (e.g. triplet loss for Module I and BCE loss for
Module IV) also offers stable performance. However, the
triplet loss is unsuitable for Module IV whereas BCE is
ill-suited for Module I. In contrast, the (incomplete) NLLs
created using the point likelihood functions pl offer the convenience of using a single formulation across the modules.
Asynchronous distributed training on 100M labels: Optimizing L̂2 on a single GPU was infeasible for the largest

dataset Q2B-100M given the Ω (LD) memory footprint
needed to train all L 1-vs-all classifiers. Multiple GPUs
were deployed to speed up training by partitioning the 1vs-all classifiers {wl } into subsets {wl }1 , . . . {wl }g , each
subset being trained on a separate GPU. As R is jointly
trained in this module and shared across labels, this brought
up synchronization issues. SiameseXML eliminated the
need for a high-bandwidth connection between GPUs and
effected entirely asynchronous training on completely disconnected machines by learning a separate residual Rj for
each label subset using the slightly modified objective
def

L̂2j ({ηη l }, Rj ) = −

N


1 XX
ln pl yil , Eθj (xi )> wl .
θ̂
N L n=1
j
l∈Si

where j is the id of the GPU, Sij = Si ∩ {wl }j , and Eθj (xi )
θ̂
is the embedding function using Rj as the residual. Using
L̂2j instead of L̂2 was found to yield comparable accuracy.
Log-time Prediction: Given a test point x ∈ RV , iterating over all L 1-vs-all classifiers takes O (DL) time
which is prohibitive when L ≈ 108 , D ≥ 102 . SiameseXML makes use of the ANNS graphs from ModuleII to accelerate inference in 3 steps: a) extract the intermediate fÊ (x) and final Eθ̂θ (x) embeddings for the
test point; b)
L) of the most relevant la shortlist O (log
z
µ
bels
as
S
=
l
|
l
∈
ANNS
(f
Ê (x)) ∪ ANNS (fÊ (x)) ∪

x
l | yjl = 1, j ∈ ANNS (fÊ (x)) ; and finally c) evaluate
1-vs-all classifiers for only the shortlisted labels to get the
scores ŷl = α · wl> Eθ̂θ (x) + (1 − α) · (fÊ (zl ) + vl )> Eθ̂θ (x)
if label l ∈ S and ŷl = −∞ otherwise, where α ∈ [0, 1] is a
hyper-parameter set via
 validation. This allowed predictions
in O D2 + D log L time (derivation in the supplementary
material) and in practice, translated to around 12 milliseconds on a CPU even on the dataset with 100M labels.

5. Generalization Bounds
Generalization bounds for multi-label problems incur either
an explicit dependence on the number of labels L (Zhang,
2004) or else an implicit one via regularization constants
or norms of 1-vs-all classifiers (Bartlett et al., 2017; Yu
et al., 2014). However, Module I of SiameseXML learns
parameters θ that are of size independent of L, and yet yields
a fully functional classifier model, namely ŵl0 = Eθ̂θ 0 (zl )
owing to Lemma 1. This presents an opportunity to establish
bounds that avoid any dependence on L, explicit or implicit.
Theorem 3 (Part I) establishes such a result.
On the other hand, contemporary generalization bounds for
deep networks (Bartlett et al., 2017; Golowich et al., 2018;
Long & Sedghi, 2020; Wei & Ma, 2019) do not take label
metadata into account and thus, their results do not directly
apply to Siamese architectures. Moreover, such an application is expected to yield bounds for Module I that depend on
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V ×L
the Frobenius
that can
√ norm of Z = [z1 , . . . , zL ] ∈ R
scale as Ω( L). This is because the proof techniques such
as those used in (Bartlett et al., 2017) rely on “empirical”
covering numbers which need only cover a bounded set
and can hence use weaker inequalities such as the Chevyshev’s inequality within the standard “empirical” Maurey
lemma. To avoid a dependence on L, Theorem 3 instead
relies on uniform covers of (infinite) compact subsets. The
Chevyshev’s inequality no longer suffices and a novel uniform Maurey-type sparsification lemma is established using
Bernstein bounds over Hilbert spaces.

Theorem
3 depends on the token embeddings E as
q
kEk∞,1 kEk1,1 ≤ kEk1,1 whereas (Bartlett et al., 2017)
incur a dependence on the mixed norm E> 2,1 (see below
for notation as well as note that (Bartlett et al., 2017) would
have styled the matrix
E as E> ). This indicates a subop√
timality of upto
√ D. However, in XML settings, small
D ≈ 100, i.e., D ≈ 10 are common which suggests that
Theorem 3 presents a favorable trade-off as it avoids adepen√ 
dence on L, e.g. via kZkF which could scale as Ω
L ,
√
in favor of an extra D factor. Theorem 3 (Part II) extends
to the model learnt in Module IV that incorporates extreme
classifiers. This bound is no longer independent of L but
depends on it explicitly in a weak manner via log L and
implicitly via the L1,1 norm of the refinement vector matrix H = [ηη 1 , . . . , η L ] ∈ RD×L . It would be interesting to
tighten these bounds, for instance using techniques from
(Long & Sedghi, 2020; Golowich et al., 2018).
L

Notation: For a label vector y ∈ {−1, +1} , let Py :=
{l : yl = +1} and Ny := {l : yl = −1} denote the sets of
positive and negative labels respectively. Given a score
vector s = [s1 , . . . , sL ] ∈ [−1, 1]L , let πs ∈ Sym([L])
be the permutation that ranks labels in decreasing order
of their scores according to s i.e. sπs (1) ≥ sπs (2) ≥ . . ..
We will also let πs+ ∈ Sym(Py ) denote the permutation
that ranks the positive labels in decreasing order of their
scores according to s i.e. πs+ (t) ∈ Py for all t ∈ |Py |.
kAxk
For any A ∈ Rm×n , kAkσ := supx∈Rn kxk 2 denotes its
2
spectral norm.h For p, q ∈ [1, ∞], define the mixed
norm
i
kAkp,q :=

kA1,: kp , kA2,: kp , . . . , kAm,: kp

q

. This

first takes the p-th norm over all rows, then the q-th norm.
To be sure, this is slightly different from popular convention
that takes norms over columns first. However, this change of
convention avoids clutter due to repeated transpose symbols.
Definitions: The prec@k loss counts the fraction of top
def
ranks not occupied by relevant labels ℘k (s, y) = 1 −
P
k
1
define
t=1 I {πs (t) ∈ Py }. Given a margin
k
n γ >
n 0, o
o
def

the γ-ramp function as rγ (v) = min max
For k ∈ N, let the surrogate prec@k loss be

v
γ,0

,1 .

def
`prec
γ,k (s, y) =

1−

1
k

Pmin{k,|Py |}
t=1



rγ sπs+ (t) − maxl0 ∈Ny sl0 . For any

data point x ∈ RV and model θ , denote sθ (x) =
def

[sθ1 , . . . , sθL ]> ∈ RL , where sθl = Eθ (x)> Eθ (zl ) are scores
assigned to various labels for this data point using the
Siamese model obtained after Module I. For models obtained after Module IV that incorporate extreme classidef
fiers H = [ηη 1 , . . . , η L ], scores are redefined as sθl ,H =
Eθ (x)> wl . For training data sampled as (xi , yi ) ∼ D, i ∈
def
[N ], the surrogate empirical risk for a model θ is `ˆN (θθ ) =
P
N
prec
1
θ
i=1 `γ,k (s (xi ), yi ). The population prec@k risk for
N


def
a model θ is ℘k (θθ ) =
E
℘k (sθ (x), y) . `(θθ , H) and
(x,y)∼D

`ˆN (θθ , H) are similarly defined using sθl ,H instead.
0

Theorem 3. (Part I) If θ̂θ is the model obtained after Module I and kxi k0 , kzl k0 ≤ s, then with prob. 1 − δ,
s
0
0
ln 1δ
1 P ln(N )
℘k (θ̂θ ) ≤ `ˆN (θ̂θ ) + · √
,
+
γ
N
N
p

√

p

p



R RR +
E RE
where P = O
D ln(D) R∞
s ln(DV )RσR R∞
1
1
E
R
0
R
0
R
0
and R1E = kÊkn1,1 , R∞
=
k
Êk
,
R
=
k
R̂
k
,
R
=
k
R̂
k
,
R
=
k
R̂
kσ
∞,1
1,1
∞,1
∞
σ
1
o
(Part II) If θ̂θ , Ĥ is the model after Module IV (Ê from

Module I, R̂, Ĥ learnt in module IV). Then w.p. 1 − δ,
s
ln 1δ
1 Q ln(N )
+
,
℘k (θ̂θ , Ĥ) ≤ `ˆN (θ̂θ , Ĥ) + · √
γ
N
N


p



C
C RC , RC = kĤk
where Q = P + O ln(DL) R∞
1,1 , R∞ = kĤk1,∞
1
1
R
R
R
and R1 = kR̂k1,1 , R∞ = kR̂k∞,1 , Rσ = kR̂kσ .

The supplementary material contains a more relaxed discussion of related work and a proof for Theorem 3.

6. Experiments
Datasets: Multiple benchmark short-text and long-text
datasets for product-to-product recommendation as well
as predicting related Wikipedia articles were considered.
The datasets and provenance details thereof can be found on
the Extreme Classification Repository (Bhatia et al., 2016).
Results are also reported on proprietary datasets with up to
100 million labels for matching user queries to advertiser bid
phrases (Q2BP-4M, Q2BP-40M, and Q2BP-100M). These
were created by mining click logs of the Bing search engine where a query was treated as a data point and clicked
advertiser bid phrases became its labels. The Q2BP-40M
and Q2BP-100M datasets were created by mining logs of
different streams, whereas Q2BP-4M was created by randomly sampling 10% labels from Q2BP-40M to allow experimentation with less scalable methods. Please refer to
the supplementary material for a discussion on the datasets.
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Table 1: Short-text datasets: SiameseXML and the SiameseXML++ variant are both significantly more accurate than
leading deep XML methods. Results are presented only for
methods that converged within the timeout.
Method

PSP@1

PSP@3

PSP@5

P@1

P@5

Training
Time (hr)
Method

LF-AmazonTitles-131K
SiameseXML
SiameseXML++
ECLARE
GalaXC
DECAF
X-Transformer
Astec
AttentionXML
LightXML
MACH

35.44
35.8
33.51
32.5
30.85
21.72
29.22
23.97
25.67
24.97

SiameseXML
SiameseXML++
ECLARE
GalaXC
DECAF
Astec
AttentionXML
LightXML
MACH

27.05
26.82
22.01
19.77
16.73
13.69
9.45
11.34
9.68

SiameseXML
SiameseXML++
ECLARE
GalaXC
DECAF
Astec
AttentionXML
MACH

27.93
27.12
23.43
25.22
22.07
21.47
15.97
9.32

40.7
40.96
39.55
38.79
36.44
24.42
34.64
28.60
31.66
30.23

45.98
46.19
44.7
43.95
41.42
27.09
39.49
32.57
36.44
34.72

40.98
41.42
40.74
39.17
38.40
29.95
37.12
32.25
35.6
33.49

Table 2: Full-text datasets: SiameseXML and SiameseXML++ continue to outperform leading deep XML methods including those that utilize label-text and label-graphs,
such as ECLARE and GalaXC. Results are presented only
for methods that converged within the timeout.
PSP@1

20.09
21.21
19.88
19.49
18.65
13.07
18.24
15.61
17.45
16.45

0.94
1.13
2.16
0.42
2.16
64.40
1.83
20.73
71.4
3.30

SiameseXML
SiameseXML++
ECLARE
GalaXC
DECAF
AttentionXML
Astec
LightXML
MACH

37.09
37.56
34.98
35.10
34.52
32.92
32.95
30.27
25.27

30.37
30.36
26.27
24.47
21.01
17.50
11.73
15.3
12.53

31.3
31.97
29.35
27.87
25.14
22.72
17.56
21.93
18.06

15.92
16.24
15.05
14.3
12.86
11.43
8.52
11.01
8.99

1.59
1.87
13.46
1.08
11.16
4.17
56.12
159
8.23

SiameseXML
SiameseXML++
ECLARE
GalaXC
DECAF
Astec
AttentionXML
LightXML
MACH

28.91
29.01
26.04
25.78
25.72
23.41
22.67
17.85
13.11

36.96
38.52
40.00
40.12
40.35
38.44
36.25
28.35

8.6
9.89
70.59
9.55
74.47
18.54
380.02
60.39

PSP@5

P@1

P@5

Training
Time (hr)

44.15
44.81
43.56
41.46
42.94
42.90
42.22
41.49
34.52

21.73
21.94
21.57
20.25
21.00
20.97
20.85
20.75
17.00

0.98
1.18
2.15
0.45
1.80
50.17
3.05
56.03
13.91

40.67
42.16
40.58
38.96
41.36
40.07
40.50
34.50
27.18

20.96
21.35
20.14
19.58
21.38
20.36
19.87
16.83
12.89

1.94
2.33
9.40
1.10
13.40
6.39
90.37
249.00
50.22

LF-Amazon-131K

LF-WikiSeeAlsoTitles-320K
28.42
28.42
24.23
22.25
18.99
15.81
10.63
13.51
11.28

PSP@3

43.27
43.69
42.38
41.18
41.14
39.51
39.42
37.71
30.71

49.37
49.75
48.53
46.38
47.33
45.24
45.30
44.10
35.42

LF-WikiSeeAlso-320K
32.67
32.68
30.09
29.37
30.93
28.08
26.66
21.26
15.28

35.97
36.03
33.01
32.53
34.89
31.92
29.83
24.16
16.93

LF-AmazonTitles-1.3M
31.03
30.43
27.90
29.12
26.54
25.41
19.90
11.65

33.00
32.52
30.56
31.44
29.30
27.86
22.54
13.26

47.22
49.02
50.14
49.81
50.67
48.82
45.04
35.68

Baselines: Comparisons are presented against leading deep
XML methods such as X-Transformer (Chang et al., 2020a),
ECLARE (Mittal et al., 2021b), GalaXC (Saini et al., 2021),
Astec (Dahiya et al., 2021), MACH (Medini et al., 2019),
DECAF (Mittal et al., 2021a), and AttentionXML (You
et al., 2019), as well as classical methods such as DiSMEC (Babbar & Schölkopf, 2017), Slice (Jain et al., 2019),
and Parabel (Prabhu et al., 2018b), etc. X-Transformer,
ECLARE, GalaXC and DECAF are of particular interest
as they make use of label text to improve their predictions.
Implementations provided by respective authors were used
in all cases. All methods were offered a timeout of one
week on a single GPU. Results are also reported for popular
Siamese Networks for ad retrieval such as TwinBert (Lu
et al., 2020) and CDSSM (Huang et al., 2013) on the Q2BP
datasets. Please refer to the supplementary material for
SiameseXML’s hyper-parameter settings.
Evaluation metrics: Performance was evaluated using standard XML performance measures: precision@k (P@k,
k ∈ {1, 5}) and propensity scored precision@k (PSP@k,
k ∈ {1, 3, 5}). Results on nDCG@k (N@k) and propensity
scored nDCG@k (PSN@k) are presented in the supplemen-

tary material which also contains the definitions of all these
metrics. All training times are reported on a 24-core Intel
Xeon 2.6 GHz machine with a single Nvidia V100 GPU.
However, Q2BP datasets were afforded multiple GPUs.
Offline results: Tables 1 and 2 present results on benchmark datasets for short- and full-text XML tasks where
SiameseXML could be 2–13% more accurate than methods which make use of label meta-data, viz. ECLARE,
GalaXC, DECAF and X-Transformer in propensity scored
precision. This indicates that SiameseXML’s gains are more
prominent on rare labels which are more rewarding in realworld scenarios. SiameseXML could also be up to 2–68×
faster at training than DECAF, ECLARE and X-Transformer.
Moreover, SiameseXML was found to be 2–13% more accurate than Astec, AttentionXML, and MACH indicating
that SiameseXML can be more accurate and simultaneously
faster to train as compared to leading deep extreme classifiers. Moreover, SiameseXML could also be up to 2% more
accurate in vanilla precision as compared to the second best
method. Table 5 includes a qualitative analysis of SiameseXML’s predictions. SiameseXML could also be up to
17% more accurate than leading XML methods with fixed
features including Parabel, DiSMEC, Bonsai, and Slice
(Please refer to the supplementary material). Results are
also reported for SiameseXML++ that jointly trains token
embeddings E in Module IV as well and offers moderate
improvements over SiameseXML. Table 3 demonstrates that
SiameseXML could be 10–30% more accurate than leading XML techniques that could scale to the Q2BP datasets.
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Table 3: User query to advertiser bid-phrase prediction:
SiameseXML could be significantly more accurate than
leading extreme classifiers as well as Siamese architectures
including TwinBert and CDSSM.
Method

PSP@1

PSP@3

PSP@5

Table 4: Impact of incrementally adding components, i.e.,
label embedding (fÊ (zl )), label centroids (vl ) and label
classifiers wl on the LF-WikiSeeAlsoTitles-320K dataset.

74.82
60.76

84.28
66.58

SiameseXML
TwinBert
CDSSM
Parabel

58.86
52.44
43.41
36.04

66.44
55.13
42.57
41.52

87.36
69.37

P@1

Recall@500

fÊ (zl )
{fÊ (zl ), vl }
SiameseXML

27.6
28.03
31.3

57.66
63.74
63.74

P@3

P@5

80.84
61.54

40.33
30.51

26.71
20.42

70.33
57.69
48.6
47.71

48.13
41.53
32.29
36.64

37.38
33.2
25.19
30.45

Table 5: SiameseXML’s predictions for the data point “List
of Go players” from LF-WikiSeeAlsoTitles-320K are more
accurate than leading methods. Mispredictions in light gray.

69.53
45.58
66.39
54.77
61.61

38.58
24.62
37.35
33.15
36.36

27.12
17.38
26.52
24.11
26.01

Method

Predictions

SiameseXML

Go professional, List of Go organizations,
List of top title holders in Go, Go ranks and
ratings, List of professional Go tournaments

DECAF

Go players, List of Go organizations, Music
of the Republic of Macedonia, Players,
List of all-female bands

AttentionXML

List of NHL players, List of professional Go
tournaments, List of foreign NBA players,
List of chess grandmasters, List of Israeli
chess players

Q2BP-100M
SiameseXML
TwinBert

Components
P@1

Q2BP-40M
70.59
56.43
42.83
44.84

Q2BP-4M
SiameseXML
CDSSM
Astec
SLICE+CDSSM
Parabel

67.24
44.95
57.78
47.41
55.18

72.82
48.19
69.16
59.52
66.08

76.03
50.78
73.84
65.89
71.21

Most existing techniques could not scale to 100 million labels whereas SiameseXML could be trained within 2 days
on 6× Nvidia V100 GPUs. SiameseXML was also found to
be 6–21% more accurate than Siamese networks including
TwinBert and CDSSM on the Q2BP datasets. This demonstrates that SiameseXML can scale to datasets with 100M
labels while still being more accurate than both Siamese
networks and extreme classifiers.
Online live deployment: SiameseXML was deployed on
the Bing search engine to perform A/B tests on live search
engine traffic for matching user entered queries to advertiser
bid phrases (Q2BP) and was compared to an ensemble of
leading (proprietary) information retrieval, XML, generative
and graph based techniques. Performance was measured
in terms of Click-Yield (CY), Query Coverage (QC), and
Click-Through Rate (CTR). Click Yield (CY) is defined as
the number of clicks per unit search query (please refer to
the supplementary material for details). SiameseXML was
found to increase CY and CTR by 1.4% and 0.6%, respectively. This indicates that ads surfaced using the proposed
method are more relevant to the end user. Additionally,
SiameseXML offered higher QC by 2.83%, indicating its
ability in surfacing ads for queries where ads were previously not shown. Further, human labelling by expert judges
was also performed. A random set of (query, predicted
bid-phrase) pairs from various algorithms was presented to
judges who labeled each pair as good or bad. SiameseXML
could increase the fraction of good predictions by 11% over
state-of-the-art in-production techniques.
Ablations: The aim of ablation experiments was to investigate SiameseXML’s design choices in Modules I, II, and
III. First, the sampling strategy must find a right balance between popular labels and data-scarce tail labels (See Fig. 2

for results with various sampling distributions). Second,
label shortlists in Module-II (N̂i ) could be up to 4% and
10% more accurate than the shortlist computed solely based
on label embeddings (N̂iz ) in terms of precision and recall
respectively (see Table 4) with comparatively larger gains on
large datasets. This demonstrates that the label text by itself
may not be as informative for some labels and using multiple representations for each label can lead to performance
gains, especially in short-text applications. As noted earlier,
Lemma 1 shows that Module I itself yields a fully functional
classifier model with bounded sub-optimality. Thus, in principle, SiameseXML could stop training after Module-I and
use the label text embeddings as classifiers along with the
label shortlist N̂iz to make final predictions. However, this is
sub-optimal and training an extreme classifier in Module-III
can lead to 2-6% more accurate predictions with comparatively larger gains on larger datasets indicating the utility of
extreme classifiers (see Table 4).
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